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Astrocyte secreted Sonic Hedgehog regulates BBB
properties and endothelial immunequiescence.
Jorge Ivan Alvarez

The blood-brain barrier (BBB) confers

homeostasis to the central nervous system

(CNS) and limits entry of blood-borne mo-

lecules and circulating immune cells into

the brain and spinal cord. The BBB is com-

posed of specialized endothelial cells (ECs)

held together by multiprotein complexes

known as junctional proteins1-3. Astrocytes,

which are in close apposition to the cereb-

ral vasculature, help maintain BBB integri-

ty and immune quiescence through contact

dependent mechanisms and through release

of soluble factors4,5. In the course of neuro-

inflammatory conditions, such as multiple

sclerosis (MS), a breakdown in the BBB oc-

curs, allowing leukocytes to enter the brain

parenchyma leading to demyelination and

neuronal damage6-9. As astrocytes are key

regulators of BBB properties, the under-

standing of astrocyte-EC interactions at the

level of the neurovascular unit (NVU) may

lead to the identification of novel molecular

pathways and strategies to dampen CNS in-

flammation, or conversely to facilitate drug

entry into the CNS.

The Hedgehog (Hh) pathway is a conser-

ved signaling cascade involved in embryo-

nic morphogenesis, neuronal guidance and

angiogenesis10,11. In adult tissues, it plays

an important role in vascular proliferation,

differentiation and tissue repair12-14. Hh sig-

naling is initiated by one of three secreted

homologues of the Drosophila Hh: Indian Hh

(Ihh), Desert Hh (Dhh) and Sonic Hh (Shh),

the latter being widely associated with CNS

morphogenic events15-17. Essential to Hh sig-

naling is the internal autocatalytic cleavage

of the 45 kDa protein to yield the ~19 kDa

N-terminal domain. Shh is released from the

producing cell and binds with high affinity

to the cell surface receptor Patched (Ptch)-1.

Engagement of Ptch-1 alleviates repression

of the signal transducer Smoothened (Smo),

which then activates the transcription fac-

tors of the glioma-associated antigen (Gli)

oncogene family18.

Studies on the involvement of Shh in MS

and its animal model, experimental allergic

encephalomyelitis (EAE), have been mostly

focused on the role of Shh in oligodendrocy-

te maturation19, a crucial step in new myelin

formation. A recent study has also demons-

trated Shh expression in astrocytes within

demyelinated and remyelinating lesions in

EAE20. In the peripheral nervous system,

Dhh signal is required for the formation and

maintenance of the perineurium21. By analo-

gy, our current study explores whether the

Hh pathway plays a role in CNS barrier for-

mation and maintenance, such as the BBB.

To determine whether components of the Hh

pathway are expressed by the BBB, mRNA

and protein analyses were performed using

primary cultures of human fetal astrocytes

(HFAs) and human adult BBB-ECs. HFAs ex-

pressed Shh mRNA, while BBB-ECs did not

(Fig. 1a). In contrast, low levels of receptor

Ptch-1 and Smo mRNA expression were ob-

served in HFAs, and higher levels were found

in BBB-ECs (Fig. 1a). Protein analyses re-

vealed that whole cell lysates derived from

HFAs contained the 45 kDa uncleaved pre-

cursor form of Shh protein (Fig. 1b). While

BBB-ECs did not produce Shh and Ptch-1

expression on these cells was confirmed at

the protein level (Fig. 1b). Immunocytoflu-

orescence demonstrated intracellular loca-

lization of Shh in HFAs (Fig. 1c upper pa-

nels) which was not found in BBB-ECs (not

shown). Conversely, membrane-bound Ptch-1

and Smo were detected in cultured BBB-ECs

(Fig. 1c – medium and lower panels), but not

on the surface of astrocytes. The expression

of these Hh components was confirmed in

situ using control human adult brain sec-

tions (data not shown). Therefore, our data

show that human astrocytes express and se-

crete Shh. Brain endothelium, on the other

hand, expresses the Hh receptors Ptch-1 and

Smo, supporting the possibility that the Hh

pathway is used for the communication bet-

ween perivascular astrocytes and BBB-ECs.

Primary cultures of confluent human BBB-EC

monolayers form a semi-permeable barrier

that, in presence of astrocyte conditioned

media (ACM), further restricts the diffusion

of soluble tracers22,23. The influence of the Hh

pathway in the barrier properties of these

cells was established by analyzing their tran-

sendothelial electric resistance (TEER) in

conditions stimulating and abrogating the

Hh pathway.Activation of the pathway using

human recombinant Shh (hrShh; 0.1 μg/ml)

and the Smo non-peptide receptor agonist

purmorphamine (1 μM) induced a significant

increase in the TEER of primary BBB-ECs that

is comparable to the effect induced by 40%

ACM (v/v) (Fig 1d). In contrast, treatment

with the antagonist Cyclopamine reversed

this effect (Fig 1d). To assess whether acti-

vation of the Hh pathway was responsible

for the barrier promoting effects of ACM,

the permeability of BBB-ECs in the condi-

tions previously described was established.

Purmorphamine and hrShh reproduced the

effect of ACM in restricting the permeability

to fluorescein isothiocyanate-labeled bovine
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Figure 1: The expression of Hh components at the level of the neurovascular unit induces BBB properties. (a) RT-PCR of Shh, Patched-1 (Ptch-1) and Smoothened
(Smo) in primary cultures of human fetal astrocytes (HFAs; two preparations: lanes 1 and 2) and human adult blood-brain barrier endothelial cells (BBB-ECs; two prepara-
tions: lanes 3 and 4). (b) Western blot (WB) of Hedgehog (Hh) pathway components in BBB-ECs and HFAs. WB of Ptch-1 (150 kDa) and Shh (42 kDa) in BBB-ECs and in preci-
pitated astrocyte-conditioned media (ACM). (c) Protein localization of Hh pathway components in HFAs and BBB-ECs grown in culture. Intracellular staining of Shh (green) in
GFAP immunopositive HFAs (red). Surface staining of Ptch-1 (red), and the co-receptor Smo (red) in BBB-ECs. Merged images are shown (right panels). Hoechst-stained nuclei
are blue. Scale bars, 50 μm. Transendothelial electric resistance (d) and permeability to 14C Sucrose and BSA-FITC (e) of human BBB-EC monolayers stimulated for 24h with
astrocyte-conditioned media (ACM) 40% V/V, hrShh (0.1 μg/ml), ACM plus Cyclopamine (30 μM) or Purmorphamine (1 μM). (f) Quantitative real-time PCR of Ptch-1, claudin-5
and occludin mRNA extracted from BBB-ECs grown with ACM or with hrShh for 24h (0.1 μg/ml). (g) WB analysis of claudin-5, occludin, JAM-A, claudin-3 and VE-cadherin in
protein lysates from BBB-ECs after treatment with ACM or ACM + cyclopamine for 24 h. (h) CNS sections of 8 wk old WT (upper panels) and Tie2-Cre; Smoc/c (lower panels)
animals injected intra-peritoneally with Evans blue-EB (red) and immunostained for laminin-lam (green and labeling basement membrane of blood vessels) and IgGs (blue).
White rectangles indicate areas enhanced on the right panels. Arrowheads denote disrupted/lower laminin expression. (i) CNS sections of 8 week old WT (upper panels) and
Tie2-Cre; Smoc/c (lower panels) animals injected intra-periteonally with Evans blue (red) and immunostained for PECAM-1 (green). Panels on the right represent the pixel
intensity for the molecules in the path of the selected area (white line) and insets on the top right are images of the brains after sacrifice. (j) WB analysis of the junctional
proteins claudin-5, occludin, p120 and ZO-1 extracted from CNS microvessels isolated from 8 wk old WT and Tie2-Cre; Smoc/c animals. (k) Characterization of CNS vessels in
P19 WT and Tie2-Cre; Smoc/c mice. Immunofluorescence for GFAP (astrocytes), PECAM-1, claudin-5, claudin-3, occludin, ZO1, p120 (all BBB endothelium markers), fibrinogen
and immunoglobulins G (IgGs, indicators of plasma protein leakage). White rectangles indicate areas shown on the right of each panel. Arrowheads on occludin panels indicate
vessels. Nuclei (TOPRO-3, blue). Scale bars: 30 μm. Error bars, mean ± SEM. *, P<0.05; **, P<0.01. Reproduced with permission from Alvarez et al., 2011.
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serum albumin (FITC-BSA) and 14C-Sucrose

(Fig. 1e), while cyclopamine reversed the

barrier promoting effects of ACM, resulting

in an increase of permeability that compared

to the levels of untreated BBB-ECs (Fig. 1e).

These experiments confirm that Smo enga-

gement influences the paracellular diffusion

of small and large molecular weight tracers,

possibly through tight junction (TJ) protein

regulation.Altogether, our data demonstrate

that astrocyte-produced Shh promotes bar-

rier properties in human BBB-ECs through

activation of Smo.

As TJs are the anatomical basis of the bar-

rier properties in the CNS vasculature, the

influence of the astrocyte-derived Shh signal

in the expression of these proteins was de-

termined in human BBB-ECs. BBB-ECs grown

with ACM or hrShh for 24 h upregulated

Ptch-1 mRNA expression (Fig. 1f) confirming

Hh pathway activation in either case. In ad-

dition, mRNA of the TJ proteins occludin and

claudin-5 were also upregulated in BBB-ECs

cultured for 24 h with ACM or hrShh (Fig. 1f).

Western blot analyses revealed a moderate

increase in the expression of claudin-5, oc-

cludin, junctional adhesion molecule (JAM)-

A, claudin-3 and VE-cadherin when BBB-ECs

were treated with ACM (Fig. 1g). However, a

significant decrease in expression of these TJ

molecules was observed when Smo was anta-

gonized by cyclopamine treatment (Fig. 1g).

Taken together, our data demonstrate that

Shh is important in TJ maintenance in hu-

man adult brain ECs.

To specifically assess the role of the Hh

pathway at the BBB level, we selectively

deleted a conditional allele of the signal

transducer Smo from ECs using a Tie2-Cre re-

combinase driver (Tie2-Cre; Smoc/c). The spe-

cific deletion of smo in ECs was associated

with a significant increase in the permeabili-

ty of the BBB to endogenous and exogenous

permeability tracers at E14, E18, P4, P19

and during adulthood (Figs. 1h and 1i). The

plasma protein leakage into the CNS correla-

ted with a decrease in the expression of the

junctional proteins claudin-5, occludin, ZO-1

and p120 (Figs. 1j and 1k). Moreover, in the

Tie2-Cre; Smoc/c mice the basement membra-

ne casing of blood vessels was compromised

as breaking of the extracellular matrix com-

ponent laminin was detected in the periphe-

ry of parenchymal vessels (Fig. 1h), while the

association of astrocyte endfeet at the level

of the glia limitans was considerably reduced

(Fig. 1k). Thus, the genetic neutralization of

the Hh pathway in CNS endothelium resul-

ted in lower expression of vascular junctio-

nal proteins and accumulation of blood pro-

ducts in the CNS, hallmarks of a perturbed

and compromised BBB.

Under normal conditions, the restrictiven-

ess of the CNS to immune responses is in

part attributable to the BBB. To determine

the role played by Shh in this process, the

production of leukocyte chemoattractants

by BBB-ECs was studied under conditions

stimulating and blocking the Hh pathway.

Upon treatment of human brain ECs with

hrShh or purmorphamine, the secretion of

chemokines IL-8/CXCL8 and monocyte che-

moattractant protein 1 (MCP-1)/CCL2 was

significantly reduced (Fig. 2a), while Smo

inactivation with cyclopamine abrogated

this effect (Fig. 2a). The role of Shh in the

expression of cell adhesion molecules (CAMs)

on the surface of BBB-ECs was also studied.

Under basal conditions, primary cultures of

BBB-ECs express intercellular adhesion mo-

lecule (ICAM)-1 (Fig. 2b). When grown with

40% ACM (v/v), the percentage of cells ex-

pressing ICAM-1 was significantly reduced. A

similar decrease was seen in BBB-ECs cultu-

red in the presence of hrShh or the Hh pa-

thway agonist purmorphamine (Fig 2b). On

the other hand, blockade of the Hh pathway

with cyclopamine reverted ICAM-1 expressi-

on to basal levels.

Given the role of chemokines and CAMs in

cell adhesion and diapedesis, the migration

of CD4+ T lymphocytes across Hh-activated

BBB-ECs was assessed. Transmigration of

unstimulated human CD4+ T cells through

BBB-ECs was significantly reduced when

BBB-ECs were cultured with ACM, hrShh or

purmorphamine (Fig. 2c) and significantly

increased with Cyclopamine treatment (Fig.

2c). To further characterize the role of the

Hh pathway in inducing immune quiescence

of the CNS compartment, the adhesive-

ness of T helper (Th) cells to BBB-ECs and

the phenotype of human Th lymphocy-

tes skewed under Hh growing conditions

were studied. CD14+ monocytes and CD4+

T cells expressed Ptch-1 and Smo as well as

the Hh transcription factor Gli-1 (data not

shown), indicating that these cells can re-

spond to Shh. As T cell binding to BBB-ECs

is the first step in their transmigration to

the CNS, we determined the effect of Shh

in the adhesiveness of human Th17, Th1 and

Th2 lymphocytes to BBB-ECs. The adhesion

of Th17 and Th1 cells, which are suspected

to participate in neuroinflammatory proces-

ses like MS, to human BBB-ECs was signifi-

cantly reduced when Th lymphocytes were

polarized and expanded in the presence of

Shh (Fig 2d). Conversely, adhesion of Th2

cells to BBB-ECs was significantly enhanced

(Fig. 2d). To elucidate the effect of Shh on

the adhesion capacity and activation of Th

cells, we studied the expression of molecules

known to participate in leukocyte migration

through the BBB in MS22,24. Thus, expression

of CD6, lymphocyte function-associated an-

tigen (LFA)-1 and very late antigen (VLA)-4

as well as the cytokines interferon (IFN)-

and interleukin (IL)-17 were determined on

Th1, Th17 and Th2 cells. Shh decreased the

expression of CD6 on Th17 cells (Figs. 2e and

2h), while the levels of LFA-1, VLA-4 and IL-

17 remained similar to the control (data not

shown). In contrast, an increase in the ex-

pression of CD6 and VLA-4 was seen on Th2

cells skewed in the presence of Shh (Figs. 2f

and 2h). In Th1 cells, Shh reduced IFN- pro-

duction (Figs. 2g and 2h), but did not alter

the expression of CD6, LFA-1 and VLA-4 (data

not shown). We did not detect any effect

of Shh on the expression or secretion of IL-
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17 by Th17-polarized lymphocytes (data not

shown). These findings correlate with the

pattern of adhesiveness shown in Fig 2d and

collectively support an endogenous immune

quiescent role of the Hh pathway at the level

of the BBB, protecting the CNS against entry

of pro-inflammatory lymphocytes.

As Hh activating conditions have immuno-

modulatory effects on BBB components, the

influence of Hh pathway was then assessed

in EAE, the animal model of MS, by repeated

injections of the Hh antagonist GDC-0449.

Hh antagonism significantly increased di-

sease severity as clinical scores and weight

lose were significantly higher in mice trea-

ted with GDC-0449 (Figs. 2i and 2j). Blocking

of the Hh pathway also increased the extent

of demyelination (Fig. 2k), the amount of

leukocytes accumulating in the CNS (Fig.

2l), and the production of IFN- and IL-17

in T cells infiltrating the CNS (Fig. 2m). The

magnitude of T cell activation in the GDC-

0449 treated animals was unique to the CNS

compartment as the degree of T cell activa-

tion in the periphery did not differ between

both groups (data not shown). Collectively,

these data support an endogenous immune

quiescent role of the Hh pathway at the level

of the BBB by protecting the CNS against

entry of pro-inflammatory lymphocytes.

The ensheathing of CNS microvessels by as-

trocyte endfeet is known to provide soluble

factors needed for optimal development and

maintenance of an impermeable BBB in vit-

ro3-5. Morphogens are believed to participate

in astrocyte-endothelial interactions, as pro-

teins of the fibroblast growth factor (FGF)

andWnt families are known to promote junc-

tional protein expression, TJ strand formati-

Figure 2. The Hh pathway promotes immunoquiescence of the brain endothelium and dampens neuroinflammatory responses. (a) Chemokine secretion by BBB-ECs
treated for 24 h with hrShh, purmorphamine or both cyclopamine and ACM. IL-8/CXCL8 and MCP-1/CCL2 secretion by BBB-ECs was detected by ELISA. (b) Flow cytometric
analysis of ICAM-1 expression by BBB-ECs treated with ACM, ACM + cyclopamine, hrShh or purmorphamine for 24 hrs. (c) CD4+ T lymphocyte migration was evaluated using
the modified Boyden chamber assay. 2x106 human CD4+ lymphocytes were allowed to migrate across BBB-ECs under conditions stimulating or antagonizing the Hh pathway
for 24 h. (d) Human CD4+CD45RO+ T lymphocytes were polarized and expanded into Th17, Th1 and Th2 cells in the presence or absence of hrShh (0.1 μg/ml) and were allowed
to adhere for 2 h to untreated BBB-ECs. (e) Flow cytometry analysis of CD6 expression in Th17 cells expanded in the presence (blue) or absence (red) of hrShh (0.1 μg/ml).
Black histogram represents isotype control. (f) Flow cytometry analysis of CD6 (left panel) and VLA-4 (right panel) expression in Th2 cells differentiated in the presence (blue)
or absence (red) of hrShh (0.1 μg/ml). (g) Flow cytometry density plot of intracellular IFN- and IL-17 expression by Th1 cells in the presence (right panel) or absence (left
panel) of hrShh (0.1 μg/ml). (h) Total percentage of representative histograms shown in figs 2e to 2g. (i to m) Outcome of Hh neutralization using the Smo antagonist GDC-
0449 (GDC; 25 mg/Kg, injected at days 0, 4, 8 and 12, arrowheads) on the clinical score of EAE mice (i), on their weight change (j), on the extent of spinal cord demyelination
(arrowheads indicate border of demyelinating lesions) (k), on the number of immune cells accumulating into the CNS (l), and on the expression of IFN- and IL-17 by CD4+ T
cells infiltrating the CNS (m), as compared to vehicle (DMSO). Error bars, mean ± SEM. *, P<0.05; **, P<0.01; ***, P<0.001. Scale bars: 50 μm. Reproduced with permission
from Alvarez et al., 2011.
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on and impermeability of the BBB25,26. The

expression of Shh by human and mouse as-

trocytes have been previously described19,20,

however Shh function, especially in the con-

text of BBB integrity and CNS immunity,

remained unexplored. Shh has been involved

in a multitude of developmental processes,

ranging from embryonic tissue patterning to

capillary morphogenesis12,17. Evidence of the

Hh pathway involvement in epithelial barrier

formation has been shown in the developing

submandibular gland, where lumen formati-

on and TJ assembly is a process dependent on

Shh27. Additionally, in the peripheral nervous

system, Dhh expressed in myelinating Sch-

wann cells, partakes in the formation and

maintenance of the perineurium, a structure

reminiscent of the BBB21. Therefore, our data

further demonstrate the potential of the Hh

pathway in the formation of a mature, orde-

red and functionally competent CNS barrier,

as Hh neutralization reduced the expression

of junctional proteins in primary cultures of

human BBB-ECs and in the CNS of Tie2-Cre;

Smoc/c mice.

The BBB is an important entity in keeping

the CNS in a relative immunological privilege

condition. Evidence presented here suggests

a novel and unique role for Shh in regulati-

on of CNS immunity. BBB-ECs treated with

hrShh or with Smo agonist purmorphamine,

significantly reduce their secretion of che-

mokines, their expression of CAMs and their

ability to support transmigration of CD4+ T

cells. In addition, polarization of T helper

lymphocytes in the presence of Shh resulted

in reduced adhesion of inflammatory Th17

and Th1 cells to BBB-ECs, while adhesion of

Th2 cells was enhanced. Such phenotype was

associated with changes in the expression of

immune mediators known to be important

in the pathogenesis of MS and EAE such as

IFN- , CD6 and VLA-422,24,28,29 and demonst-

rates that Shh acts as an endogenous anti-

inflammatory effector of the neurovascular

unit.

As a whole, the data presented here indica-

tes that the Hh pathway plays a dual pro-

tective role at the level of the BBB. Hh ac-

tivation during embryonic development and

adulthood promotes TJ expression and barri-

er formation, but also acts as an endogenous

anti-inflammatory signal able to downregu-

late immune activation of the brain endo-

thelium and thus impact on the recruitment

of inflammatory T cells. In addition, these

novel findings open a new frontier in the

field of therapeutics targeting leukocyte mi-

gration into the CNS or conversely, to aug-

ment delivery of chemotherapeutic agents

in the brain.
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